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for economic planning could meet the manifold needs and
desires of all citizens.
Conceived as an experiment in industrial self-government
under mild federal supervision, it was not without precedent.
Trade associations, which Hoover had encouraged to adopt
codes of fair practice and price-fixing agreements, were now
invited to do these things directly under the eye of the gov-
ernment. Representatives of the United States Chamber of
Commerce, who had been advocating stabilization of prices
to prevent drastic cutting, helped frame the act of June,
1933. In effect, industry agreed to increase wages and shorten
hours in exchange for federal aid in regulating prices. Each
code proposed by the leaders of an industry was submitted
for criticism to advisory committees representing labor, em-
ployers and consumers; then the administrator held public
hearings, and after weighing the indorsements and objections
took the amended code to the chief executive for final sanc-
tion.
Behind these NRA codes lay still another quid pro quo be-
tween management and government, the latter again repre-
senting the interests of labor. The step which business was
permitted to take away from the antitrust laws through price
fixing and regulation of competition—almost as if the trusts
"busted" by the first Roosevelt were being invited back by
the second—was paid for by industry's conceding to labor
a similar right to consolidate, namely, the guarantee of collec-
tive bargaining pledged by Section 7 A of the act.
The NRA went into action with all the fanfare, parades
and oratory of a liberty-bond drive fifteen years before. All
employers of more than two persons (save professional folk
and farmers) were urged to sign up under the Blue Eagle,
symbol of the NRA bearing the slogan: "We Do Our Part/'
More than two and a quarter million firms promptly en-
rolled, involving over sixteen million employees; ultimately
the scope embraced twenty-two million persons* A blanket
agreement serving as an interim policy assured white-collar

